1.0 INTRODUCTION

The human brain is the most fascinating and complex machine in the human’s body is composed of hundreds of billions of neurons that inspired a great deal of study the organ. Some of the major functions of the human brain are to control muscles, coordinate body movement, sensory perceptions, memory, learning, speech, emotions, intelligences and consciousness [1].

Brain organ is made of three major parts which are the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. There are four main regions of the brain which are left and right cerebral, diencephalon, brain stem (midbrain, pons, and medulla oblongata) and cerebellum [2, 3]. The major parts, compositions and cavities of the brain are shown and listed in Figure 1.

Cerebrum (cerebral cortex) is the major part of the human brain that accounts for about 80% of its total mass. The cerebrum is divided into frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes, where each area has its own functionality such as controlling speech, smell, hearing, vision, memory, complex learning or behavioral responses [1].
It consists of grey and white matter tissue (GM/WM) and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) in its cavity. WM consists mostly of glial cells and myelinated axons that transmit signals between the cerebrum and mid brains. GM contains most of the neurons, dendrites and capillaries. CSF is a fluid that flow from the brain’s ventricles to the whole central nervous system. Any injuries or damaged brain tissue in any part of the cerebrum will subsequently deteriorates its functionality [2, 4].

Tumor, stroke and infection are lesion that may affect in the brain cerebrum. In July 2012, it was reported that cancer and stroke remain as the third and fourth leading cause of death in Malaysia [5] respectively. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), cancer and stroke have become the second and third leading cause of death worldwide after heart disease. In the United States, cancer remains the second most common cause of death with an estimated number of death caused by brain cancers at about 14,320 patients a year. The estimated number of new brain cancers is increasing from 17,000 in 2009 to 23,380 in 2014, while stroke affects nearly 750,000 new cases per year [6-8]. Hence, brain imaging plays an important role in detecting, surgery, monitoring the lesion’s growth and radiation therapy planning.

2.0 NEUROIMAGING TECHNIQUES

Development of neuroimaging technology has been rapidly evolved in the last 35 years. Beginning with the discovery of X-ray, the progress has been made further with the development of computerized tomography (CT) to the latest imaging paradigm, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Figure 2 shows the electromagnetic energy that is important to the development of medical imaging. The electromagnetic frequencies are measured in hertz (Hz) and the quantum electromagnetic energy is expressed in units of electron volts (eV).

The history of the development of imaging started with plain X-rays radiography, in 1895 discovered by Wilhelm Roentgen. Harvey Cushing, in 1896 was the first neurosurgeon that used X-ray for the diagnosis of diseases of the head [10]. However, X-ray radiography uses an ionized electromagnetic radiation, where the photons range from 10 keV to 150 keV, which gives highly radiation exposure to the human body. Brain consists of soft tissue in which the atom does not permit X-ray photons to pass through it as good as in bones. Therefore, X-ray provides less details of soft tissue image, and only suitable for certain brain injuries [11].

Computerized tomography or CT scanner is utilizing the idea of tomographic reconstruction principles of digital X-rays. It was first discovered by Hounsfield, in 1973 [11, 12]. During the scanning, the cross section is probed with X-rays from various directions, and the attenuated signals are converted to projections of linear attenuation. The final images of slices are reconstructed from the large separated digital X-rays projection measurement mapping into 3D projection. It can provide information about brain tissues. This improvement makes CT imaging suitable for initial assessment of brain injuries because it is faster and economical compared to other advanced imaging technology such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and position emission tomography (PET) [13].

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

In 1973, Paul C Lauterbur and Peter Mansfield discovered the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as an advanced imaging modality in medicine [14, 15]. MRI is based on the theory of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), where the quantum physics theory behind it was discovered by Bloch and Purcell in 1946 [10, 16]. Compared to all other imaging modalities, such as CT, MRI provides superior contrast and accurate information about soft anatomy for different brain tissues. Thus, it is the best choice when soft tissue delineation is necessary. MRI helps to diagnose brain tumor and other lesions due to its high soft tissue contrast [17-20]. Images obtained by MRI are also used for analyzing and studying the behavior of the brain. For that, MRI is considered to be the best technique for neuroimaging studies [21].

The main advantages of MRI can be summarized as below [6, 22]:

- Excellent soft tissue contrast with high spatial resolution.
- Display of several images and oblique cuts.
- No harmful ionizing radiation.
- Direct multi-planar imaging – coronal, sagittal and transversal (axial) planes.
- Painless and non-invasive technique can be performed without contrast.

MRI uses a strong magnet and radiofrequency (RF) waves to provide clear and detailed pictures of internal organs and tissues. MRI machines deal with very tiny particles of hydrogen nuclei (H+) of water molecules (H2O), because water constitutes 70% of human body. The nuclei have a quantum physics property called spin. [16] which they can be oriented in certain angles. Each nucleus rotates around its own axis. When the nuclei are exposed to a strong magnetic field, B0, their axes are line up randomly in the direction or opposition of the magnetic field. Their precession frequency of the spin is defined by the Larmor equation [23], measured in MHz, while the external magnetic field strength, B0 is measured in Teslas (T). Common magnetic field strength is 1.5T, or 3T where higher magnetic field strength will give higher signal to noise ratio (SNR).
resulting in a better image quality. Figure 3 shows a basic schematics diagram of an MRI machine.

![Schematic diagram of an MRI machine](image)

**Figure 3** Schematic diagram of an MRI machine [24]

When a radio frequency (RF) pulse from the MR RF coil emits energy at the resonance frequency of the nuclei, the RF excitation irritates the nuclei’s net magnetization vector (NMV) to flip. When the RF pulse is turn off, the NMV returns to the original axes and releases high energy excess in the form of waves and induces a current in the receiver coil. At this time, the system is no longer being forced out of equilibrium by the RF excitation. This process is called as T1 recovery (T1 relaxation times) and T2 decay. A computer can turn those signals into an image. Different tissues have different times for T1 recoveries and T2 decays.

Gradient coils modify the strength of the magnetic field along the patient so as the MRI machine can scan the body in sections. Three orientations are used, which are gradient -x, -y and -z to select the orientation of the images in coronal, sagittal or axial plane. By changing the frequency of the RF coil, the MRI machine can look for the hydrogen nuclei slice by slice in the patient’s body at a time.

Repetition time (TR) is the time between the applications of an RF pulse to the next RF pulse, while echo time (TE) is the time between the applications of the RF pulse to the peak of the echo signal induced in the receiver. A short TR and short TE will result in a T1-weighted image (T1 recovery), while a long TR and long TE will result in a T2-weighted image (T2 decay). A long TR and short TE will create a proton density (PD) image. T1-weighted images is applied to depict the anatomy, T2-weighted images is used for demonstrating pathology, while PD-weighted images depict both the anatomy and the disease entity based on the quantity of the nuclei [22, 23]. Figure 4 shows the images in axial plane of the difference MRI images for the same patient with tumor. CT image of the same patient is also included to show the differences between CT and MRI.

![CT and conventional MRI of patient with tumor](image)

**Figure 4** CT and conventional MRI of patient with tumor; (a) CT imaging, (b) T1-weighted MRI, (c) T2-weighted MRI, (d) PD-weighted MRI [25]

To obtain DWI, two equal gradient pulses are applied to the original pulse sequence used to obtain T2-weighted imaging [32, 33]. The first gradient pulse dephases both moving and static spinning nuclei, and the second gradient rephases only the static spins. In other words, if no net movement of the spinning nuclei occurs between the gradient pulses (static molecules), the first gradient pulse dephasing the spins and the second gradient rephasing the spins. Existence of high signal intensity shows a restricted diffusion (Figure 5). If net movement of spins occurs between the gradients (moving molecules), the protons are only effected by the dephasing gradient, but not rephasing which resulted in low signal intensity.

![DWI pulse sequence](image)

**Figure 5** DWI pulse sequence [34]

DWI measures the strength of molecular motions of diffusion within a tissue structure or boundaries of white and gray matter brain tissues (WM/GM), cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) and brain lesions which have their own diffusion criteria and can be restricted by the diseases. Image contrast depends on the diffusivity, where lesion or tissues with high diffusion (watery tissues) appears dark (hypointense), and low diffusion appears bright (hyperintense) [33, 35]. The underlying equation of the DWI intensity can be written as $S = S_0e^{-b\cdot S}$, where $S$ is the observed image, $S_0$ is signal intensity without the diffusion gradient, i.e. a T2-weighted image, $D$ is called the diffusion coefficient where it is a measure of the strength or velocity of the micro-molecules diffusion in tissue [33, 36]. The stronger the diffusion, the greater the diffusion coefficient [36]. Lastly, $b$ is the diffusion gradient value that is measured in s/mm². The $b$-value identifies the measurement's sensitivity to diffusion and determines the strength of the diffusion gradients. Varying the $b$-value generates different contrast for the same tissue. The scan obtained with $b=0$ s/mm² is a standard T2-weighted image or zero diffusion gradient [37].
As the b value increases, sensitivity to the effects of diffusion increases where it serves to improve the contrast of the lesion as compared to normal tissue. However, at the same time it degrades the SNR and further image distortion [37]. The SNR of the resulting scan is compromised by increasing the echo time (TE). DWI is typically performed by using three b-values, usually 0, 500 and 1000 s/mm² to allow the calculation of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) image. ADC image is useful for eliminating T₂ shine-through artifacts which is a very bright pixels from T₂-weighted image that may appear bright in DWI but not associated with any lesion [31]. Figure 6 shows images of acute stroke as seen on T₂-weighted and DWI. The lesion is clearly hyperintense (red arrows) in the DWI as opposed to conventional T₂-image, the image appears normal.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
Figure 6: Acute stroke as seen on (a) T2-weighted and (b) DWI after two hours onset; (c) T2-weighted and (d) DWI after 24 hours onset [31]

DWI has proven to be useful for evaluating of many brain lesions such as stroke, tumor and abscess, and many other diseases of the central nervous system. It provides higher lesion contrast compared to the conventional MRI. It has been proven valuable in distinguishing brain abscess from necrosis and tumor, as these two lesions can have intensity overlap and difficult to differentiate in conventional MRI [38, 39].

In acute infarction, changes in DWI may be revealed as early as 2 minutes after onset, whereas it may take six to twelve hours to appear in conventional MRI [25, 31, 40]. In addition, the conventional MRI and CT have sensitivities below 50% to detect infarcts within 6 hours [31], in comparison to DWI with reported sensitivities within 90–100% [25]. Thus, DWI is considered as the most sensitive brain imaging technique for earliest signs of acute ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke [6, 29, 41]. DWI is also useful in giving detail components of the lesion [6, 33, 40, 42]. Overall comparisons of reliability between DWI and conventional MRI and CT imaging are summarized in Table 1. The specific purpose of neuroimaging techniques can be summarized in the flowchart in Figure 7.

### 2.3 Brain Lesion Diagnosis

Stroke, tumor and infection are the major brain lesion that will be discussed in this section. Stroke is a disease which affects vessels that supply blood to the brain. Stroke occurs when a blood clot blocks or brain vessel ruptures resulting in lack of oxygen supply to brain cells in the blood vessel. Due to loss of oxygen, nerve cells in the affected brain area are not able to perform basic functions which lead to the death of the brain tissue which results in brain damage. The ischemia or infarct can be due to blood clotting (thrombosis, arterial embolism), or hemorrhage due to bleeding, which both require opposite treatments.

Key diagnosis and treatment planning is obtained from MRI sequences including DWI, contrast enhanced perfusion weighted imaging (PWI) and pre/post-contrast MR angiography (MRA). The most important goal of acute stroke imaging is to assess early signs of acute stroke and to rule out hemorrhage. Moreover, it is to assess tissue with risk of dying if ischemia continues [43].

CT has been used in emergency room due to its accessibility and lower in cost [13, 44, 45]. However, the signs of stroke is difficult to detect in the first 24 hours of the onset of ischemic stroke [45]. Conventional MRI is more sensitive and more specific than CT for the detection of acute stroke for the first few hours. DWI, on the other hand has the ability to show areas of brain ischemia within minutes after onset. Figure 8 shows the accuracy in different modalities for neuroimaging of acute stroke [46]. It is clearly shows that both CT as well as conventional MRI have sensitivities below 50% with regard to detection of infarcts in the early stage, as illustrated in Figure 8.

### Table 1: Comparisons of reliabilities in neuroimaging modalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>MECHANISM</th>
<th>OUTCOME</th>
<th>SPATIAL RESOLUTION</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>LIMITATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT Imaging</td>
<td>Ionized X-ray photons emitted with atoms of body tissue</td>
<td>Pixel-by-pixel map of X-Ray attenuated signals</td>
<td>&lt; 0.35 mm</td>
<td>Provides very accurate details of bony structures. Fast acquisition.</td>
<td>Highly radiation exposure. Less details for soft tissue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI T₁/T₂/PD Imaging</td>
<td>Relaxation of excite hydrogen nuclei in a strong magnetic field</td>
<td>Structural images of the brain showing the anatomy and pathology.</td>
<td>&lt; 1 mm</td>
<td>High spatial resolution of soft tissue contrast. Do not emit ionizing radiation.</td>
<td>Indicates areas of GM/WM soft tissue contrast but does not reflect their functional connectivity. Slow acquisition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI Diffusion Imaging</td>
<td>Relaxation of excite hydrogen nuclei showing diffusional anisotropies</td>
<td>Measures degree of diffusion of water in the brain tissue</td>
<td>2-3 mm</td>
<td>Clinical usage more relevance for differential diagnosis. Fast acquisition in less than 2 minutes. High sensitivity of pathological disease.</td>
<td>T₂-shine through artifacts. High SNR as diffusion gradient increases. Functional interconnectivity are still to be validated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brain tumors can be defined as abnormal growths (benign or malignant) of a specific cell type that arise in the brain tissue. The WHO grading of brain tumors establishes a malignancy scale based on histologic features of the tumor. There are four histologic grades under WHO: grade I-IV which includes the lesion activity, necrosis-prone, possibility of cure and recurrence and rapid progression of the tumor cell [25].

Due to its high tissue contrast and its non-invasiveness, MRI is accepted as the most sensitive techniques to rule out brain tumors. However, conventional MRI is not specific enough to determine the histologic nature of most tumors [31]. DWI can provide more information on tumor cellularity, thereby helping in the characterization and grading of brain tumors. DWI can also be helpful for the differential diagnosis between abscesses and cystic/necrotic brain tumors where impossible using conventional MRI [38].

Table 2 shows images of DWI in major brain lesions with diffusion coefficient of $b=1000 \text{ s/mm}^2$ patients from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia Medical Centre (UKMMC). In normal brain, the region consists of brain tissue and a cavity which is full of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) located in the middle of the brain. The DWI intensity for CSF is dark. As for brain lesions, the intensity can be divided into hyperintense and hypointense. DWI hyperintense includes acute infarction, hemorrhage, solid tumor and abscess. Chronic infarction, hemorrhage and necrosis tumor are categorized as hypointense. ADC image is the compliment to DWI, in which bright hyperintense appearance in in DWI appears dark in ADC and vice-versa.

The summary of major brain lesions, types, symptoms and pathological findings is summarized in Table 3 [18-20, 41]. High-grade solid tumors (glioma, lymphoma and metastasis; benign and malignant) typically are variable hyperintense on DWI. The common signal intensity of cystic tumor or necrosis is hypointense. The tumor’s shape is commonly round, ellipse or heterogeneous lesion with mild or blur texture. Brain abscess is a lesion with inflammatory and pus due to bacterial or viral infection. Central small abscess may be seen as high signal on DWI.

Infarction is classified as acute (less than 2 weeks) and chronic (3 weeks to 3 months), each having its abnormality characteristic as shown in the table. Infarction is brain tissue damage due to vascular occlusion or blockage. Hemorrhage represents bleeding outside of the cerebral vascular. In the early stage of acute hemorrhage, the oxygenated blood product will be seen as hyperintense due to the high concentration of blood product. The DWI demonstrates hypointense for chronic hemorrhage created by deoxyhemoglobin blood products [31].
### Table 2: Brain lesion appearance in DWI and ADC image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DWI</th>
<th>ADC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Normal
- Acute stroke
- Chronic stroke
- Chronic hemorrhage

### Table 3: Summary of brain lesion types, symptoms and pathological findings in DWI [18-20, 41]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Lesion</th>
<th>DWI Image</th>
<th>Lesion Characteristics</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Pathological Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid tumor</td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Solid: Hyperintense</td>
<td>Loss of balance; walking, visual and hearing problems; headache; nausea; vomiting; unusual sleep; seizure</td>
<td>Abnormal growth of cells in uncontrolled manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necrosis tumor</td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Cystic/Necrosis: Hypointense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infarction</strong> (Stroke/Ischemia)</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Acute (30 minutes - 72 hours after onset): Hyperintense</td>
<td>Paralysis; visual disturbances; speech problems; gait difficulties; altered level of consciousness</td>
<td>Cerebral vascular occlusion/ blockage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute infarction</td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Chronic (after 2 weeks): Hypointense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic infarction</td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hemorrhage</strong> (Bleeding/Ischemia)</td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Deoxyhemoglobin: Hyperintense</td>
<td>Paralysis; unconsciousness; visual disturbances; speech problems</td>
<td>Presence of blood products outside of the cerebral vascular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute hemorrhage</td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Oxyhemoglobin: Hypointense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic hemorrhage</td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infection</strong> (Abscess)</td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Hyperintense</td>
<td>Fever; seizure; headache; nausea; vomiting; altered mental status</td>
<td>Bacterial, viral or fungal infections, inflammatory and pus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abscess</td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS TECHNIQUES FOR BRAIN LESIONS

Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) in medical imaging has made a fast progress in the last decade. To date, the only CAD system that is has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the one that is related to mammogram [47, 48], while CAD systems for human brain MRI images are yet to be approved [22]. CAD can enhance the diagnostic capabilities of physicians and reduce the time required for accurate diagnosis. The main idea of CAD is to assist radiologists in interpreting medical images by using dedicated computer systems to provide second opinion or clinical validation. Studies on CAD systems and technology show that CAD can help to improve diagnostic accuracy of radiologists, lighten the burden of increasing workload, reduce cancer misdetection and improve inter- and intra-reader variability [49, 50]. CAD research in brain MRI is includes detection of abnormalities of aneurysms in magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) images [51], Alzheimer’s disease [52], multiple sclerosis [17, 53], and multimodal MRI for tumor detection [54]. Many techniques have been proposed for various medical imaging modalities, most widely used methods are fuzzy clustering, active contour and region growing [50, 55].

3.1 Stroke Lesion Analysis Techniques

For stroke lesions from CT images, Bhaduria et al. [13] and Loncaric et al. [56] use fuzzy C-mean (FCM) clustering technique. Bhaduria et al. integrate the features of FCM with active contour to perform the lesion segmentation with the accuracy and overlap metrics of 84.83% and 88.84% respectively. Loncaric et al. utilized rule-based classification technique to label the lesion’s region. Zaki et al. [57] propose FCM method to remove background and skull from the brain CT. Then, the intracranial structure is segmented into CSF, brain matter and hemorrhage using two-level Otsu multi-thresholding method. Lee et al. [58] introduce a method to extract abnormality using two-phase segmentation. In the first phase, the combination of K-means and FCM methods are used to obtain a binary image. After that, decision tree is utilized to separate between normal and abnormal regions. The experimental results show that the modified FCM is more feasible and yields satisfactory results. Segmentation by using thresholding and morphological operations followed by top-hat transform and left–right asymmetry have been proposed by Chan [59] to identify small hemorrhagic lesions. Differential from normal variants is achieved by implementing a knowledge-rule based classification system and able to detect of small hemorrhage in CT with the sensitivity of 84.4%.

Semi-automated region growing approach has been proposed by Bardera et al. [60] and Mateisin et al. [61]. Mateisin et al. use features such as brightness, area, neighborhood and position to the symmetry axis to create features for a rule-based classifier. Bardera et al. combine the region growing approach and level set method for segmentation of brain hematoma and edema in CT. Liao et al. [62] propose an automatic intracranial hematoma detection technique based on binary level set method and obtain overlap metric result of 0.88. Lee et al propose adaptive partial smoothing filter to detect early sign of acute stroke on brain CT [63].

An automatic method for detecting of ischemic stroke in brain CT images using segmentation, texture features and tracing midline shift algorithm has been proposed by Rajini et al. [44]. The ischemic stroke region extracted using K-means clustering technique while gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is used as the textural features. Using support vector machine (SVM) a classification with accuracy of 98% has been obtained. Classification of three types of stroke by using texture analysis based on CT images was proposed by Bhat et al. [64]. Six features were used for classification that ensemble the accuracy of 85.59% to differentiate acute stroke, chronic stroke and hemorrhage successfully. Usinskas et al. [65] propose a method to segment ischemic stroke region on CT by utilizing joint features from mean, standard deviation, histogram and GLCM. The presented unsupervised segmentation technique shows ability to segment ischemic stroke region. Tang et al [45] propose a method for early detection of ischemic stroke with small lesions using image feature characteristics. An adaptive region of interest method is generated to analyze CT images of the brain by transforming the image textures from GLCM. The sensitivity and specificity of the new CAD scheme were 93.33% and 90.3%, respectively, for the detection of ischemic stroke per subject basis.

A method to detect and classify abnormality in CT is introduced by Chawla et al. [66]. It uses two-level classification to detect abnormalities using features derived in the intensity and wavelet that gives 90% accuracy in detecting acute infarction, chronic infarction and hemorrhage. Przelaszkowski et al. [67] introduce a method to detect acute ischemic stroke using wavelet. Sensitivity of ischemic stroke detection is 56.3% with preserved specificity of the decisions. Shalikar et al. [68] present a CAD system to classify brain CT images into hemorrhagic, ischemic and normal. The proposed CAD system applies Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) to decompose input image into sub-images and then extract texture features from sub-images using GLCM. The proposed method is evaluated on a dataset of 90 brain CT images with classification accuracy of 90%.

Nowinski et al. [69] develop a stroke suite of computer-aided-diagnosis (CAD) system architecture specially for handling stroke in emergency room, to facilitate speed analysis and support decision making. The system supports the evacuation of hemorrhage by thrombolytic treatment, progression and quantification of blood clot removal and automatic segmentation of blo clot from CT time series, volume measurement, and displayed in 3D.

Only few studies have been conducted on conventional MRI for detecting of stroke lesions. For example, Shen et al. [70, 71] propose FCM clustering incorporations with spatial probability maps (SPM 5) for the detection of stroke lesions in T1-weighted MRI. The performance of the proposed method has also been demonstrated on real lesions. The detected infarct lesions from real images in general in agreement with the real lesions based on visual inspection.

3.2 Tumor Lesion Analysis Techniques

MRI is often the method of choice when soft tissue delineation is necessary. MRI helps for diagnosis of the brain tumor. Numerous algorithms and techniques have been developed for segmenting brain tumor regions from conventional MRI images. The most common used techniques were based on FCM, region growing, fuzzy sets and hybrid [22].

BraTumIA [72] is one of the developed software that performs segmentation of healthy and tumor tissues by employing MRI sequences from conventional MRI images. Porz et al. evaluate preoperative MRI from 25 glioblastoma patients using BraTumIA and conclude that the results are equivalent to manual tumor delineation and segmentation by neuroradiologists [73]. Performing on the Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Interventions (MICCAI)
Brain Tumor Segmentation (BRATS) challenge, the best similarity indices are 0.512 (automatic) and 0.694 (semi-automatic) [54, 74]. The challenge is to compare methods using the same validation datasets, with similar input data, the type of lesion, and the state of the tumor disease which are not available previously.

A method for discriminating between metastatic and primary brain tumors on MRI using T1 post-contrast images has been proposed by Georgiadis et al. [75]. They proposed a modified probabilistic neural network classifier to classify metastases, meningioma and glioma. Using this method, they achieve classification accuracy of 95.24% and 93.48% in discriminating between metastatic and primary tumors and glioma from meningioma, respectively. Ain et al. propose tumor detection and segmentation using discrete cosine transform and Naïve Bayesian classification [76]. Brain tumor region is finally segmented using K-means clustering. They claimed that the diagnosis accuracy is achieved at 99.64%.

Hybrid Fuzzy classifications have been applied in [77-79]. El-Dalshian et al. propose a classification of normal and abnormal MRI using T1 -weighted images [77]. The features of MRI are extracted using discrete wavelet transform and reduce in dimension using principal component analysis. They manage to obtain a success rate of 98% using k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classifier. In another development, Type-II fuzzy expert system has been proposed by Fazel to recognize tumor using post-contrast T1-weighted MRI [79]. Possibility C-mean is used for segmentation. A hybrid segmentation method was proposed by Khotanlao et al. that uses both region and boundary information to detect tumors [78]. Symmetry analysis and deformable model for segmentation refinement are applied to detect tumors.

Apparently, Barnathan et al. compared the performance of kNN, neural network, support vector machine (SVM), and decision tree-based classification on various types of normal and diseased brain tissue [80]. T1 and T2-weighted MRI images are analyzed to extract the textural features. The results show that kNN achieve the best performance of all classifiers obtaining average accuracies up to 89% on a combined dataset. The main drawback of these supervised techniques is that it requires fresh training, high processing time and computational effort. SVM was also implemented by Zacharaki et al. for distinguishing different types of brain tumors. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, assessed respectively at 87%, 89%, and 79% for discrimination of metastases from glioma, and 87%, 83%, and 96% for discrimination of high grade from low grade tumor [81].

A classification and segmentation of normal and pathological tissues of tumors from multispectral MRI of the brain was proposed by Lin et al. [82]. Seeded region growing segmentation is used, where fuzzy edge and fuzzy image pixel similarity are used to select initial seeds automatically. Experimental results demonstrate that their method segments multispectral MRI more effectively than the Functional MRI of the Brain Automated Segmentation (FAST) Tool, K-means and SVM methods. Dubey et al. applied a semi-automatic region growing segmentation for brain tumors in MRI [83]. Ibrahim et al. compare the performances of brain tumor segmentation using seed based region growing, FCM and adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) in MRI. They claim that ANFIS returned the best performance for bright abnormalities segmentation, while region growing performed the best for dark abnormality [84].

FCM by modifying membership weighting of every cluster and integrating spatial information was proposed by Wang and Wang [85]. In order to reduce the noise effect during segmentation, they incorporate both the local spatial context and the non-local information into the standard FCM using dissimilarity index in place of the usual distance metric. Level set active contour is also popular by many researchers. Thapaliya et al. propose level set, where the thresholding based values is updated and adjusted adaptively to perform tumor segmentation [86]. The algorithm was tested on eight MRI data from the internet and compare subjectively method presented by Dubey et al [83]. On the other hand, Rivest-Hénault and Cheri et al. [87] claim that they are the first researcher that use region-based level set method for MRI segmentation from The Internet Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR) database. Their approach is for MRI WM/GM segmentation instead of brain tumor lesion delineation.

3.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging Analysis Techniques

DWI has been used increasingly in the analysis of differential diagnosis such as strokes, neoplasms, multiple sclerosis, metabolic diseases and brain degenerative diseases. CAD systems for detecting, identifying and segmenting of stroke lesions have been widely explored due to their highly sensitivity in detecting early cerebral ischemic stroke. The first and earliest research in DWI has been introduced by Martel et al. to measure the infarct volume on DWI of stroke patients. They use Bayes theorem as the conditional probabilities and adaptive thresholding of intensity histogram to adaptively segment the infarct lesions. In cases where the automatic technique failed, manual editing of the segmented images is chosen [88]. CAD for acute stroke using DWI has been implemented by Lee et al. to design system which enable doctors to calculate the lesion sizes and volume [89]. Graphical user interface was designed and the lesion sizes and volume was calculated using K-means and thresholding technique.

Bhanu Prakash et al. propose an automatic processing of DWI in ischemic stroke by using ratio of intensity probability density functions (pdf) as a divergence measure [90]. This measure is the ratio of the pdf of the left and right hemispheres to the sum of the pdf. They achieved sensitivity and specificity of 86.34% and 99.83%, respectively and Dice statistical index of 0.72. Hevia-Montiel et al. [91] propose a robust segmentation technique of infarct lesion by utilizing mean shift (MS) algorithm to segment the lesion. The results achieve mean similarity index of 0.538. Saraswathy et al. propose automatic identification and segmentation of infarct lesion from DWI based on restricted region growing and refinement using level sets [92]. 15 subjects from 1.5T MRI were used with diffusion coefficient $b \approx 1000$ s/mm². Average Dice similarity index calculated with respect to the manually traced reference image was 67.58%.

A technique for detecting and segmenting of stroke lesions in brain DWI using multiple $b$-values, b1000, b2000 and the ADC maps is presented by Mujumdar [37]. Lesion segmentation utilizes the modified Chan-Vese approach to segment the stroke lesions. The Dice coefficient, sensitivity and specificity for stroke segmentation are 84%, 87.07% and 99.90% respectively. The method is automatic and therefore could assist the clinicians in diagnosis.

The DWI has been utilized for investigating for brain metabolic diseases in pediatrics by Mahmoodabadi et al. [93]. DWI images of seven metabolic diseases using 1.5T MRI scanner are analyzed and classified. The system includes pre-processing, multiresolution analysis using wavelets to denoise the image, features analysis and classification using fuzzy classifier. They achieve a sensitivity and specificity of 60% and 93.33% in detecting metabolic brain diseases.
Rathi et al. propose to design an algorithm for biomarkers of schizophrenia disease using DWI scanner with b value of 900 s/mm³ [94]. Confirmations are obtained by several classifiers such as KNN, Parzen window classifier and SVM to separate 21 first-episode patients from 20 normal. The best classification accuracy obtained using kNN algorithm is with 80% specificity and 78% sensitivity out of the whole brain DWI.

Santos et al. [95] compare multilayer perceptron, kohonien self-organizing maps (k-SOM), FCM and radial basis function (RBF) on 1.5T synthetic DWI for diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. The training were chosen from 13th slice of each sample. Maximum number of 1000 iterations for MLP are applied, while the other methods used maximum number of 200 iterations each. Overall accuracy for MLP, k-SOM, FCM and RBF regarding to the DWI volume ratio achieved are at 88.5%, 99%, 93% and 99%, respectively.

Lu et al. propose a method based on expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to perform tissue segmentation on DWI, fusion with 13-directional raw diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) and a T2 weighted data in a specific slice [96]. The results are compared subjectively with Otsu’ method performed on T2 weighted MRI, where Otsu method over-segmented the brain grey matter tissue. They find out that the grey matter and CSF can be separated away by EM algorithm, while the white matter area can be extracted to different directional dependence tissues. Similarly, another brain tissue segmentation related to fusion of DWI/DTI data was studied by Li et al. [97] by employing Hidden Markov random field–expectation maximization (HMRF-EM). The average volume agreements for WM, GM and CSF over ten cases are 0.89, 0.85 and 0.94 respectively. Hadjiprocopis et al. [98] segment the brain tissue (WM, GM and CSF) from DWI with zero diffusion coefficient, b value of 0 s/mm³. Clustering technique is chosen, and the segmentation results are compared with Statistical Parametric Mapping version 2 (SPM 2). However, the images used are similar to MR- T2 weighted, with no diffusion level. Overall overview of the DWI analysis, techniques and performances for brain segmentation and classification is summarized in Table 4.

### 4.0 CONCLUSION

This paper review of brain lesions through neuroimaging modalities, MRI and DWI in detecting and classifying the lesions. Tumors, strokes and infections are the major brain lesions that may affect in the brain cerebral. Brain imaging is essential for diagnosis and treatment planning. MRI is accepted as the best modality for neuroimaging studies because it provides excellent soft tissue contrast, superior resolutions and no harmful radiation as compared to other imaging modalities.

On the other hand, the development in both hardware and software in MRI has been rapidly evolved. One of the advanced MRI technique is DWI, based on the random Brownian motion of water molecules in brain tissue to measure diffusion rate. DWI has been proven as the highest sensitivity in early strokes detection and in giving details of lesion’s component. Therefore, the clinical usage of DWI is more relevance for brain lesion differential diagnosis.

To implement successful therapy and treatment planning, it is necessary to detect and classify of the brain lesions. To assist visual interpretation of the medical images, CAD has become a major research subject in diagnostic radiology. Medical imaging techniques help radiologists in diagnosing the lesion. CAD can help to improve diagnostic accuracy of radiologists, lighten their increasing workload, reduce misinterpretation due to fatigue or overlooked and improve inter- and intra-reader variability. With CAD, radiologists use the computer output as a second opinion in making the final decisions.

Image analysis techniques for detecting and classifying of brain lesions has become a major research of interest. Various techniques for image segmentation, features extraction and classification are essential in developing a system and for the detection of various lesions. Many researchers have studied in this area, commonly, the target is the segmentation or classification on a single disease, such as stroke or tumor via conventional MRI or CT. The database for these modalities are also available online for research studies. However, the development of automatic and accurate system is still remains an open problem. Only few studies have been reported on DWI and no researchers are perform major brain lesions classification of real clinical DWI scans. This is due to the confidentiality of the DWI data. To date, a large dataset for DWI is not available to public.

One of the most important tasks in medical image processing is segmentation. The segmentation task involves labelling the meaningful regions in a given image. Various methods have been explored and discussed in this review. Popular methods are regions and edge based techniques, both can either be automatic and semi-automatic. Thresholding, Fuzzy clustering and region growing are the well-known methods for region based segmentation due to superior performance and less complex. Level set and active contour are among popular methods for edge based segmentation. Hybrid techniques, further refinement, and post-processing will improve the segmentation and remove the noises. Supervised classification approaches such as neural network requires fresh training each time a new data is arrived and requires high computational and processing time. The main advantage of automatic segmentation is fast respond, while for classification, the results should be convincing, low classification errors and comparable efficiency with the diagnosis done by neuroradiologists.

With the advance of computational intelligence and machine learning techniques, CAD may attracts more attentions in the new future. There are still much room to utilize other techniques and integrate them into one large system. Multimodal brain lesion segmentation that includes three dimensional analysis is another room to be explored. Further experiments and evaluations are needed to implement the system and to aid neuroradiologists. Nevertheless, this is not meant that the role of doctors and neuroradiologists will be taken over by such intelligent systems. Such systems would rather serve as a compliment for clinical validation to neuroradiologists.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mahmoodabadi et al. [93]</td>
<td>Wavelets for filtering/denosing - Histogram thresholding (ROI)</td>
<td>DWI &amp; ADC: -22 features, structural and general characteristics from DWI</td>
<td>Classification metabolic brain diseases in paediatric</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 20 patients</td>
<td>Fuzzy relational classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Li et al. [97]</td>
<td>HMRF-EM</td>
<td>DWI and DTI: (ADC, eigen value, fractional and relative Anisotropy, volume Ratio)</td>
<td>CSF/WM/GM classification</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI b$_{0}$=0 s/mm$^2$ 10 images</td>
<td>Jaccard Similarity Index: WM=0.89 GM= 0.85 CSF=0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Hevia-Montiel et al. [91]</td>
<td>Mean shift and edge confidence map as gradient estimator</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Acute infarction</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 15 patients</td>
<td>Jaccard index =0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Hwang et al. [99]</td>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Skull stripping</td>
<td>3T DWI</td>
<td>Misclassified error: Histogram=0.6154 Snake=0.5869 Proposed=0.4234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lu et al. [96]</td>
<td>Hierarchical clustering EM algorithm</td>
<td>DWI / DTI</td>
<td>CSF/WM/GM classification</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI/DTI 5 normal images</td>
<td>Subjective evaluation comparison with Otsu’s method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Santos et al. [95]</td>
<td>Volume ratio of fluid-tissue rate</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Alzheimer disease</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 60 images of slice-13 k-SOM MLP FCM RBF</td>
<td>MLP=88.5% k-SOM=99% FCM=93% RBF=99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Bhanu Prakash et al. [90]</td>
<td>Divergence measure ratio of intensity PDF</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Infarct Lesion i. Slice identification ii. Lesion segmentation</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 57 Patients</td>
<td>Lesion Segmentation: Sensitivity=86.34% Specificity=99.83% Dice=0.72 Slice identification: Sensitivity=90.05% Specificity=68.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Martel et al. [88]</td>
<td>Adaptive thresholding</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Semi-automatic Stroke segmentation</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 63 patients</td>
<td>Misclassified error: 0.049 (high contrast) 0.1 (low contrast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Lee et al. [89]</td>
<td>Thresholding k-means</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Measure volume of Acute stroke</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI</td>
<td>Comparison with expert’s calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Bhanu Prakash et al. [100]</td>
<td>Gaussian mixture model</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Same as no.8.</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 13 patients</td>
<td>Probability neural network Sensitivity=81% Specificity=99% Dice=0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Saraswathy et al. [92]</td>
<td>Region growing and level set refinement</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Ischemic lesions</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 15 images</td>
<td>Dice=67.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Mujumdar [37]</td>
<td>Chan-Vese active contour</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Stroke segmentation</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI 24 images</td>
<td>Sensitivity=87.07% Specificity=99.9% Dice=84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Rathi et al. [94]</td>
<td>Kernel based method Statistical different diffusion measure</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Schizophrenia disease</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI b value, 900 s/mm$^2$ 21 patients 20 normal</td>
<td>kNN Parzen window SVM kNN performance: Sensitivity=78% Specificity=80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Hadjiprocopis et al. [98]</td>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Brain tissue segmentation</td>
<td>1.5 T DWI b value, 0 s/mm$^2$</td>
<td>Subjective evaluation with SPM 2 package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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